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February 3rd, 2019 

Scripture: 

John 5: 1-18 

 

“Signs and Wonders: Sign #3.” 

 

Today as we continue on with the 7 signs in John’s Gospel we come to sign 

#3 ---- the man who has been ill for 38 years and is finally healed at the 

hands of Jesus. 

 

But before we go any further a few words about John’s Gospel and a few 

words about signs --- for those who have been here the last 2 weeks --- there 

will be considerable repetition here ---- but please bear with it for the sake 

your brothers and sisters in faith who may find it helpful to have a brief 

introduction to signs ---- and in particular signs in John’s Gospel. 

 

John’s Gospel never speaks of miracles --- only signs. 

 

Never miracles only signs. 

 

And like all signs --- the signs in John’s gospel always point to something 

else --- and are of little importance unto themselves. 

 

Think of a sign on the side of the road for example --- in and of itself it is of 

little importance --- it’s just metal and paint ---- but ------ it is extremely 

helpful and necessary even --- in that it points us in the right direction --- and 

helps to lead us where we want to go. 

 

Like road signs --- signs in the Bible are less about the event in and of itself -

-- and more about the fact that they point to something ---- God. 

 

And so John calls them signs for a very good reason --- because he wants us 

to look beyond just the miraculous event --- and see into the heart of God. 

 

Further --- signs for John always point to the glory of God. 

 

Indeed as we’ve learned. 

 

John’s Gospel is especially concerned with signs and glory. 
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So much so that a number of scholars have divided up John’s Gospel into 2 

distinct sections. 

 

Section 1 or book 1 ----- John chapters 1-13 --- is the book of signs ----- and 

then there is section 2 or book 2 --- chapters 14- 21 --- the book of glory. 

 

Signs and glory then are crucial to understanding John’s Gospel --- indeed 

signs and glory are crucial to understanding Jesus Christ according to John. 

 

And the connection between the 2 is simple --- all the signs --- all 7 signs in 

John’s Gospel point to the glory of God. 

 

So --- signs and wonders ------ signs that point the wonder and glory of God. 

 

And for today it’s sign #3 ----- John chapter 5 --- a sick man who has been ill 

for 38 years finally gets healed and by Jesus. 

 

So sign #3 --- 

 

Verse 1 ----- Jesus is in Jerusalem for a festival. 

 

Jesus is in Jerusalem for a festival --- this is crucial because it tells us that it 

wasn’t just any old time --- or any old day --- it was a festival --- which 

means lots and lots ---- indeed hundreds of thousands of people perhaps 

even ------ would have been in and around Jerusalem. 

 

And not only would there have been up to a few hundred thousand people in 

and around Jerusalem but the religious officials would have been out and 

about in full force --- walking the streets ---- praying ---- meeting with 

people --- talking teaching and so on --- it was a time special religious 

importance and significance and the religious leaders would have been very 

conscientious and attentive to the climate in town. 

 

To say religious festival and Jerusalem in the same breath meant heightened 

excitement and great sense of anticipation --- celebration --- reverence ---- 

and so on --- high emotions --- heightened awareness ---- keen sense of 

anticipation. 

 

The air would have been what we might call ---- electric. 
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So right from the get go there is tension and excitement and anticipation in 

the air --- verse 1 --- “Some time later, Jesus went up to Jerusalem for one of 

the Jewish festivals.” 

 

And then we see that Jesus goes to visit a very special place ------------  

“Beth ---- -- esda” ------ a healing pool near the Sheep Gate in Jerusalem. 

 

And there is a detail here that is better not to overlook --- notice that this 

pool is referred to by its name in Aramaic --- not Hebrew --- but Aramaic. 

 

The implications of this are fascinating if not also huge. 

 

Jesus spoke Aramaic --- and when we see a name or place referred to in 

scripture in Aramaic it is significant --- and it’s significant because it often 

denotes a certain importance and sacredness. 

 

Aramaic was a specialized language --- which among other functions --- was 

often considered especially gifted and designed for divine worship and 

religious study. 

 

So when we encounter a phrase referred to in Aramaic in scripture ---- we do 

well to take notice that this is likely special place or term with considerable 

significance. 

 

One other example to drive this point home ---- is that Aramaic is also used 

when Jesus first appears to Mary post resurrection. 

 

In John 20 verse 16 ---- Mary refers to Jesus in the Aramaic as “Rabboni” --- 

or teacher --- heightened significant religious moment --- Aramaic term 

used. 

 

So --- back to John 5 --- it’s Jerusalem at the time of a festival and we have 

reference to a term in Aramaic ---- a language often reserved for special 

religious and worshipful terms and phrases. 

 

And so Jews experiencing this event --- and Jews reading or hearing about it 

after the fact ----- would have been on high alert on account of these 2 points 

--- festival in Jerusalem and use of Aramaic terminology. 
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So it is very clear already ---- by the end of verse 2 --- that something special 

----is about to happen. 

 

Next were at a pool that angels stirred in order to heal people from illness. 

 

And if you look closely at our passage today there is no verse 4 in the NIV --

------ verse4 in the NIV is left out entirely ---- which I think is a huge 

mistake. 

 

And this is why ----- Verse 4 in the New King James Version of the Bible --- 

reads this way ------ “For an angel went down at a certain time into the pool 

and stirred up the water; then whoever stepped in first, after the stirring of 

the water, was made well of whatever disease he had.” 

 

Verse 4 – missing entirely from the NIV other than as a footnote at the 

bottom of the page --- verse 4 --- 

“For an angel went down at a certain time into the pool and stirred up the 

water; then whoever stepped in first, after the stirring of the water, was made 

well of whatever disease he had.” 

 

So now we’ve got --- Jerusalem at the time of a festival ----- Aramaic 

terminology --- a healing pooling --- and the presence of angels at that 

healing pool stirring the water enabling a healing to occur. 

 

This is a hugely significant set of highly emotive circumstances --- and 

we’re only at verse 4. 

 

So ---- angels stir the water and the first one in after the stirring gets healed -

---- and this man has been sick for 38 years but can’t ever seem to get into 

the water first after an angelic stir --- and so unfortunately --- he remains ill. 

 

Now as if there isn’t enough happening already --- heightened 

environmental circumstances --- time of a festival --- cultural factors ---- and 

angels on site --- there is also the disposition of this sick man that needs to 

be noted as well. 

 

This man has patiently --- and no doubt laboriously and painfully made his 

way to the pool for years perhaps even 38 years --- we know he ahs been 

sick for 38 years --- maybe he’s come to the pool all of those 38 years we 

don’t know that for sure --- but it wouldn’t be all that hard to imagine it ----- 
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he’s been sick for 38 years --- he knows where to go to be healed --- and 

he’s tried --- and yet ---- he’s missed out over and over and over again. 

 

Verse 7 reads ---- “Sir,” the invalid replied, “I have no one to help me into 

the pool when the water is stirred. While I am trying to get in, someone else 

goes down ahead of me.”  

 

The man tries and tries and tries again and again but someone else always 

gets in ahead of him. 

 

In this short verse --- verse 7 we learn quite a bit about this man. 

 

We learn that he is patient. 

We learn that he is persistent. 

We learn that he isn’t a whiner or a complainer --- he isn’t whining or 

complaining here instead he is simply stating a fact --- “someone always 

gets in ahead of me” 

and we learn that he’s humble ---- that he isn’t afraid to ask for help. 

 

Verse 7 again ---- “Sir,” the invalid replied, “I have no one to help me into 

the pool when the water is stirred. While I am trying to get in, someone else 

goes down ahead of me.” 

 

And remember he has no idea that he is talking with Jesus at this point. 

 

Verse 13 reads --- “The man who was healed had no idea who it was, for 

Jesus had slipped away into the crowd that was there.” 

 

The sick man has no idea that he is talking with Jesus when he explains his 

situation --- as far as he’s concerned he’s just talking to another person --- no 

one special --- perhaps he is even just talking with another sick man trying to 

get healed --- he has no idea who he is talking to.  

 

So this humble --- patient --- persistent --- sick man in need of help ---- who 

it would appear keeps getting budded in front of --- catches the attention of 

Jesus --- and Jesus heals him just like that. 

 

The man doesn’t even have to enter into the water --- Jesus could have 

waited for the angels to appear again to stir up the water and then helped slip 
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the man into the water first --- before anyone else --- that would have been 

the quiet --- draw no attention to Himself ---- way of doing things. 

 

But Jesus doesn’t choose that route --- why --- because this passage is about 

a sign. 

 

This passage points to God’s glory by Jesus performing a sign. 

 

And as we’ll soon see ---- pointing to God’s glory puts Jesus into hot water. 

 

Very hot water. 

 

Verse 18 ---- the first part of verse 18 reads --- “For this reason they tried all 

the more to kill him…” 

 

Bringing glory to God the way Jesus did on this day ----- led the leaders --- 

according to verse 18 ----- “all the more to kill Him…” 

 

When God is honoured ---- when God is glorified --- be it in Old Testament 

times --- be it in the time and life of Christ --- be it in 2019 ---- there is 

always resistance and turmoil --- think of Daniel ---- Samson --- Jeremiah --- 

Stephen --- Paul and the list goes on and on. 

 

The evil one never ever lets an act of God being glorified go --- without also 

trying to mess it up. 

 

Wherever and whenever God is being glorified the devil is not far behind 

trying to disrupt and corrupt God ever receiving any glory or praise. 

 

Again ---- Wherever God is being glorified the devil is not far behind --------

----- trying to disrupt and corrupt the faithfulness. 

 

And this isn’t just some pseudo wise thought I’ve had --- it’s witnessed to 

here in scripture --- in this passage today. 

 

We see this here in John 5 --- and we also see it again and again and again in 

scripture 

 

Jesus is living out the will of God. 
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Jesus is performing a sign ---- a sign that points to God. 

 

Jesus is glorifying God --- and He is met with considerable resistance --- 

“they tried all the more to kill Him” --- verse 18 says --- you can’t make it 

any clearer than that now can you. 

 

When God is glorified there will also be forces at play that will try to corrupt 

this divine glorification. 

 

And this is a great encouragement to us. 

 

Having faith in our culture right now--- today --- is a challenging way of life. 

 

If you’re finding things hard in life right now --- if you’re struggling --- if 

you wonder why things are hard and challenging --- take heart --- all 

believers in every age and era have found life challenging to live a life of 

faith. 

 

Challenge in life not only means that God is near --- challenge in life almost 

certainly means God is very very near. 

 

Every faithful servant of God – every faithful community of faith --- faced 

challenges from time to time --- so the fact that there are challenges doesn’t 

mean you are we are failing --- the fact that we are facing challenges in our 

personal lives as a community of faith --- does not mean we have gone off 

the rails ---- every faithful person ---- every faithful community of faith is 

challenged from time to time. 

 

Who in the Bible faced challenges? --- every single faithful person ever ---- 

including --- and chiefly Jesus Christ Himself --- faced major challenges in 

their faith walk.   

 

So again --- please don’t miss this part ----- this is an encouragement piece --

- a take away --- a relevant to today --- applicable to today lesson that has 

direct application to your life here and now --- today and at this moment. 

 

Just because we are facing challenges does not mean we are messing things 

up --- challenges are part of faith --- don’t lose heart --- chin up shoulders 

back tough challenges are a part of faith --- we’re Ok when we ‘re facing 
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challenges so long as we follow God’s lead --- so long as we follow the good 

shepherd --- Jesus Christ. 

 

Now --- back to the passage ----- God is being glorified --- and the religious 

leaders don’t like it one bit --- so they try to discredit Jesus --- persecute him 

--- that’s the word in verse 16 --- and they try to kill Him --- that’s the word 

in verse 18 --- this is serious business here. 

 

And so how do the leaders try to discredit --- accuse ----and persecute Jesus? 

 

The answer --- on technicalities --- on what they consider to be the breaking 

of the rules --- as if they know better than Jesus. 

 

Verse 16 reads --- “So, because Jesus was doing these things on the Sabbath, 

the Jewish leaders began to persecute him.” 

 

In other words ----- “…because Jesus was doing these things contrary to the 

way the leader’s wanted it done ---- the Jewish leaders began to persecute 

him.” 

 

They have a skewed sense of right and wrong. 

 

They have a skewed sense of Sabbath – and they have a skewed sense of just 

who Jesus truly is. 

 

They actually think they know more than Jesus --- they think they know 

more than Jesus does about the Sabbath ---- and so they try to hang Him ---- 

literally --- and on a cross as we all know ------ and so they try to hang Him 

for misunderstanding the will of God specifically as it pertains to the 

Sabbath. 

 

Imagine --- they think they know better than Jesus does --- they think they 

know more about the will of God ---- than does Jesus --- and they use --- or 

at least try to use ----- their misguided understanding of the Sabbath as a way 

to trap Him. 

 

And of course Jesus being Jesus --- responds to them by trying to teach them 

--- clear communication --- and bold clarification ---- but they don’t want to 

hear what He has to say --- He says in verse 17 today ----  
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------ “In his defense Jesus said to them, “My Father is always at his work to 

this very day, and I too am working.”” 

 

“My Father is always at his work to this very day, and I too am working.” 

 

In other words ---- Jesus basically says ----- “God can work on the Sabbath -

-- and I am God --- so I too can work on the Sabbath.” 

 

Wow --- now He’s really got their attention. 

 

And then the next verse ---- verse 18 ----  

“For this reason they tried all the more to kill him; not only was he breaking 

the Sabbath, but he was even calling God his own Father, making himself 

equal with God.” 

 

“For this reason they tried all the more to kill him; not only was he breaking 

the Sabbath, but he was even calling God his own Father, making himself 

equal with God.” 

 

Jesus isn’t pointing to Himself --- Jesus isn’t acting on His own --- Jesus is 

performing a sign that points to God ----- and glorifies God. 

 

And all the leaders can see is a threat to themselves --- not the work of the 

kingdom of God --- not the sign that points to God ---- not the glorification 

of God --- but a threat to themselves. 

 

Instead all they see is a threat to their way of thinking and their way of being 

--- a threat to their authority --- and their will ---- and their desire --- a threat 

to their comfort and their way of life. 

 

Rather than celebrate the glory of God --- rather than celebrate this sign that 

points to God and His glory ---- they persecute --- and accuse --- and plot to 

kill. 

 

Rather than celebrate the glory of God --- rather than celebrate this sign that 

points to God and His glory ---- they try to trap Jesus by proving Him 

wrong. 

 

Wrong about the Sabbath – and wrong about who He is.  
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Wrong about healing on the Sabbath --- and wrong about claiming Himself 

as the Son of God. 

 

And of course --- it’s not Jesus who is wrong ---- it is they who are mistaken. 

 

They would rather hold onto their power --- and importance --- and comfort 

--- the status quo ---- than give way and glorify God. 

 

And so part of what we learn from this third sign ---- is ---  

1. God will do as God so chooses ---- no human interpretation of the law --- 

no human understanding of the law --- Sabbath and otherwise can or will 

ever limit God. 

 

And part of what we also learn from this sign is that when God is glorified it 

will always be met with opposition.  

 

And most important of all what we lean from this 3rd sign is ------ despite all 

of this foolishness. 

 

Despite human efforts to derail God’s loving ---- saving actions. 

 

And despite the devil’s efforts to derail God’s loving saving actions --- 

healing this man as act of glorification of God. 

 

Despite all this foolishness --- God still acts and prevails and performs the 

miraculous wonder just as God so chooses. 

 

Signs and wonders # 3 ----- reminds us powerfully that despite attempts to 

derail the will of God ---- God prevails and the man is healed and that is that. 

 

The glory of God cannot and will not be derailed. 

 

The will of God --- the way of God cannot and will not be derailed. 

 

And so now we have take away --- life application piece --- #2 ---- God is in 

control. 

 

Despite what may appear contrary in the world --- zany leaders ---- greedy 

politicians --- racism ---- sexism --- prejudice --- misogyny --- and so on --- 

despite all of these ugly and gross things in the world ---- God still prevails. 
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The leaders try to stop Jesus but they can’t. 

 

Atheists --- secular humanists --- anxiousness ---- evil events and evil people 

---- try to stop and hinder God --- but it doesn’t work that way --- God 

cannot be derailed. 

 

That is great encouragement for us as people of faith ---- that is a great take 

away for today --- that is a life application moment from the scriptures for 

today --- no one can stop Jesus and no one can stop God --- so we can take 

heart and be encouraged -------- profoundly encouraged by that. 

 

Despite numerous consorted efforts ----- human and otherwise in John’s 

Gospel today we see clearly that God’s Will will not be corrupted or 

derailed. 

 

And that is a huge comfort for all of us. 

 

To know that God will not let evil forces rule over us ----- or over power His 

compassionate --- loving --- and saving care and concern for us ---- is 

something we can hang on to ---- and find great comfort in today. 

 

It is this kind of powerful --- cannot be derailed ---- care and love and 

compassion that God for us that we are called to both to treasure in our 

hearts --- and hold before and share in our world and in our culture. 

 

Like the table set here before us and among us ----- we have this radiant light 

and love of God --- that we gather around ----- celebrate and share with 

others --- the world and our culture around us. 

 

Every time we gather around this table --- we are demonstrating clearly and 

profoundly ---- that we are here --- today --- and in this world --- in this life -

---- to honour God ----- to glorify and praise God. 

 

We gather here --- here and now ----- around this table not because we get 

something in return ---- that is a bonus --- that we are blessed with abundant 

life --- forgiveness and also eternal life ---- that is a bonus but that is not 

chiefly why we are here. 
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We are here ---- gathered around this table ----- to glorify God --- to point to 

God like a sign does --- like sign #3 from John’s Gospel today does --- we 

are here to point to God and to glorify God. 

 

We are ---- at our best and most faithful --- when we point to and celebrate 

the goodness of God. 

 

So let’s do just that ----- point to God --- praise God ---- glorify God. 

 

How --- by encouraging one another --- by building each other up --- by 

supporting one another --- by loving one another. 

 

By asking each other how we are --- are truly meaning it ------ by taking the 

time to offer a helping hand and an encouraging word. 

 

We can do better --- and we can be better ---- we have Jesus Christ --- so for 

sure we can do and be better thanks to Him. 

 

We have so much to be thankful for. 

 

God has been and continues to be so good to us.  

 

Let’s be people of substance and authenticity and Christian love --- let’s be 

kingdom of God people and let’s get on with the real business of pointing to 

God and glorifying God --- and let’s start here now --- today. 

 

Nothing is more pleasing in God’s sight than when we point to Him and 

glorify Him --- and live in harmony in His name. 

 

We have enough challenges thrown at us from outside these walls --- let’s 

not create them ourselves inside as well. 

 

God blessed ---- Jesus healed --- this very sick man in John’s gospel today. 

 

And the healing points to the very reality that despite all the challenges in 

the way of this man ever getting better --- God still acted and His love 

prevailed and the man was made well. 

 

God’s love for us is not about to be derailed or obstructed. 
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It is good and beautiful and true and powerful. 

 

And we can show a profound recognition of this by loving others just as 

powerfully and truly as we are loved by God.  

 

We are blessed with the love of God --- may we bless others by showing and 

sharing His great and saving love. 

 

To God be the glory now and forever. 

 

Amen. 

 

 


